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Agenda Item # 2:  Activity on 66 St. Cross (& St. John’s Cathedral adjacent lot) 

 

One mid-May morning walk I noticed a “Coming To Market” real estate sign in front of 66 St. 

Cross (a corner lot and adjacent to an empty lot owned by St. John’s Cathedral) and shared this 

with Dudley as a potential BG second satellite site.  We agreed it certainly was a prime candidate 

for such consideration even if it meant BG would have to deal with a myriad of “moving parts”.  

So, accordingly, Dudley contacted the real estate agent for information while I contacted Rev. 

Paul Johnson (Rector of St. John’s) to explore whether the Cathedral might be interested in a co-

operative partnership to develop a second BG satellite site on the vacant lot they owned next to 

66.  Such a venture could see a deep retrofit of 3 or 4 suites at 66 connected to a new building 

with 5-6 suites on the Cathedral land.  This resulted in a meeting with St. John’s Vestry and their 

decision in principle to explore such a proposal based in large measure on the potential for an 

extension of their historic commitment to refugee settlement ministry.  At the same time, 

discussions were initiated with ACU.  See Agenda Item #3. 

, 

Subsequently, the BG Executive held a Zoom meeting to consider the pros and cons of these 

developments and securing 66 for the future.  With both 66 still not open for showing and no 

clear financing in place it was decided to focus on building a partnership with St. John’s and hold 

off on further activity relative to 66 in view of the following:  

1.  While It might be nice to hold 66 for future development we don’t need to have 66. 
2.  While we could pursue an offer on 66 at this time it isn’t exactly easy, diverts energy 
and attention away from Bannerman sites, and given the hot market at this time we 
could find a bidding war. 
3.   While the challenge of money for a downpayment on 66 is big question, an equal if 
not bigger issue is the personal time, energy, and “muscle” that ownership would 
required of some members to deal with as “BG landlords”. 
3.  Having opened a relationship with the Cathedral to establish a 2nd satellite site on 
their property we have a clear opportunity to pursue a co-operative venture without      
undue fiscal and timeline pressures. 
4.  Presently, no further action has been taken and there is no recommendation to 
members not to purchase 66. 
 
All of the above suggests to me that 66 coming up for sale has identified not only 
opportunities but also the need for both short and long range strategic planning with 
regard to developing not only our Bannerman property but our satellite sites.  BG 
members are on a truly unique and exciting co-operative adventure indeed! 
 
 

 

Agenda Item #3:  Discussions with ACU (Zoom Mtg. June 7) 

 

While a formal, final decision has not been made by BG Board of Directors regarding 
BG purchase of the 66 St. Cross house, Jim and I were the BG members able to attend 
a Zoom meeting with Assiniboine Credit Union’s Community Financial Centre (CFC) 
leadership team on Monday, June 7 to discuss how the Centre might support BG. 
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We opened the meeting outlining our interest a establishing a second BG satellite site 
adjacent to St. John’s Cemetery.  Nigel Mohammed, Director of CFC and his Senior 
Accounts Manager, Bill Dinsdale, then provided an overview of their mandate to provide 
creative funding for projects that make a financial impact on community and their history 
of assisting co-ops (Pollocks/Old Grace, et.al.)with funding that goes beyond 
conventional financial practices. 
 
 Discussion then focused on ACU flexible funding to cover a potential $100,000 
downpayment by means of either: 
 A.  A collaborative loan guarantee arrangement between Jubilee Fund providing 
a 25% equity guarantee and ACU a 75% guarantee; or, 
 B.  A co-op share equity investment fund (which mechanism we would need to fly 
past Karl Falk in more detail as well as CMHC and MB Condo Corp. Regulations). 
 
Both options assume the following: 
 A.  BG demonstrates cash flow to sustain purchase, closing costs, mortgage and 
expenses such as repairs, taxes, insurance, etc….some $2,500/month with purchase at 
$400,000 and 20 year mortgage; and, 
 B.  BG applies rental income toward the mortgage and expenses only until such 
time as CMHC funds the purchase. 
 
Without going into further details, this was a productive meeting for both ACU and BG.  
Bill and Nigel are interested in the development of affordable housing and are eager to 
assist us if possible.  Here are a few of the programs they offered at our meeting: 
 • Bridge and gap financing resource https://www.acu.ca/en/business/business-

centre/community-financial-centre 

 • Financial Access programs and Community 
Partnerships  https://www.acu.ca/en/about/our-community/community-programs 

 • Community Grants https://www.acu.ca/en/about/our-community/community-
grants-and-sponsorships 

 • Environmental Sustainability resource https://www.acu.ca/en/about/our-
community/environmental-responsibility  

 

Finally, they asked us to stay in touch as our project develops and irrespective of 

whether or not we decide to purchase 66 Scotia we now can use this meeting to 
capitalize on building a co-operative partnership with ACU or the future.   
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